position" [2] . According another opinion [3] , financial situations are regarded as "a comprehensive image of wealth, expressing the entity's financial position in monetary units by the correlation between economic assets, financing sources and results obtained at the end of the accounting period", or financial situations are considered to be the documents providing information about the faithful image of the financial position, performance, change of financial position, changes in capital and equity, useful for a wide sphere of users enabling them to make their economic decision [4] . In order to observe and analyse the Vojvodina financial situations we made appeal to the economic entities and institutions in the area, making efforts to observe the legal provisions in force in the neighbouring country. It is impossible to obtain actual information with economic character, not even related to private economic entities from Serbia, as the legislation in force forbids and punishes the circulation of any piece of information of this sort across the frontier. In this context, following repeated endeavours, we have found and used three documents with public character, which constituted the object of certain Romania-Serbian cross border projects, namely: -the financial situations of the Zrenjanin Chamber of Commerce for the year 2010; -the financial situations of the Pančevo Chamber of Commerce for the year 2010; -the financial situations of the Regional Agency of Social-Economic Development Banat of Zrenjanin. The two chambers of commerce operate according to legal forms of organisation corresponding to the companies by share, and the Agency is organised as a company with limited liability (SRL). Irrespective of the type of legal organisation and size, the economic entities with the registered headquarters in the Republic of Serbia elaborate, at the end of the financial year (31st of December) and publish in the official gazette of the state, the following annual financial situations: -Bilans Stanja (The Balance Sheet in se); -Bilans Uspeha (Profit and Loss Statement); -Statistički Aneks (Statistical Annex). The three documents above are published in Serbian and English. The economic entity has the freedom to decide their publication in traditional Serbian language, but in this they have to be accompanied by the variant in Latin-alphabet Serbian. The publication of the Statistical Annex to the Balance Sheet (Statistički Annexes) is left to the discretion of the economic entity, but only starting with the third annex (the publication of the first two is mandatory). There are 11 annexes to the balance sheet, with a multitude of items of information, many of them revealing indicators from the Bilans Stanja and Bilans Uspeha or being control information, the main annexes to the balance sheet are the following: I. general information about the legal person and entrepreneurship; II. substantial changes in material investments and state of technology and equipment, as well as live stock; III. structure of capitals; IV. structure of immobilisations; V. structure of stocks and liabilities; VI. receivables and debts to cash; VII. expenditure and other consumptions; VIII. other incomes. For these considerations and especially due to the fact that many items of information from Bilans Stanja and Bilans Uspeha are repeated in Statistički Aneks, the present article considers that, in order to study the compatibility and convergence of accounting information between the Autonomous Region Vojvodina and West Development Region of Romania and implicitly between Vojvodina and the Hungarian counties composing the DKMT, it is necessary to study the compatibility and possible convergence between the Balance Sheet of Vojvodina (Bilans Stanja) and the Abridged Balance Sheet of Romania.
3.

Analysis of compatibility and convergence between the Bilans Stanja and the Abridged Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet, as component of financial situations, renders the equity (own capitals) by the difference between assets and liabilities, provides information about the nature and amounts invested in the resources of economic entities, its obligations towards creditors, as well as the shares of owners in these resources, being considered "the main instrument by which one achieves the application of the accounting principle of double representation of patrimonial items" [1] . The Bilans Stanja is divided, like the Romanian balance sheet (and the European balance sheet) into two large chapters: -Assets (Aktiva); -Liabilities (Pasiva). Remark: the structure of liabilities in the Bilans Stanja is much closer to the structure of liabilities in the Abridged Balance Sheet than the structure of assets to the afferent chapter in our financial situation.
Conclusions
The document Bilans Stanja and the Abridged Balance Sheet contain, in substantial proportion, accounting information with the same content, but different as regards the organisation structure of forms, mainly in the assets section; the assurance of the two financial situations convergence is easy and involves a minimum effort of adaptation, including of the accounts plans.
